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 Very large quantity of chest X-ray images

 Permanent growth of the image database

 Existing software modules: segmentation 
module, search module, a modified GRID 
software pack

 Needs for an efficient searching of similar 
cases in the database and some other 
content-based management



National-wide lung screening and diagnosis 
programme: 5 million X-ray examination per 
year, 900000 X-ray examination in the capital 
(Minsk).

Common database of X-ray images based on 
the data of some policlinics and TB 
dispensaries.

Very large quantity of chest X-ray images



Permanent growth of the image database

120 X-ray examination per day

Common database

Policlinic 1

Policlinic N

Dispensary M

560×576 pixels,
16 bit grayscale,
650 Kb



 A segmentation tool

 A searching tool (on local files)

 A modified GRID software pack (from BelGRID 
repository site)

Unicore/X, Gateway, XUUDB, UCC, MPICH1

Existing software modules



 Integration in existing diagnostician 
workstation

 Searching of similar cases
◦ for learning purposes;

◦ for diagnostician purposes.

Needs for an efficient searching of similar 
cases in the database and some other 
content-based management



 Creation of indexing software considering 
applied restrictions:
◦ using of certain GRID middleware;

◦ existing software modules (calculating of distance 
measure).

 Testing of the software
◦ 4 different computer configurations in local mode;

◦ max. 15 compute nodes;

◦ max. 4000 X-ray images (descriptors);



Image database indexing

1. Calculating descriptors of segmented area

+ =

2. Storing the descriptors in the database 
for further indexation



Indexing of medical image database

3. The database indexing

Calculating the Distance (dissimilarity) matrix for the top N 
most similar images



Testing the software
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Testing of the software
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The search procedure

Integration into existing diagnostician workstation

Request Result



 Deep testing of the software in the local 
network of tuberculosis dispensary (full 
database with more than 250000 images)

 Applying the software to a lager grid 
(national GRID segment, Virtual 
Organization)


